TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #626

N.W., 30, 29

COR. 29 T 35 R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: GLO Page 43 (1882)
Book 10 Page 58
Book 'S3 Page 448 MAP E-40-58
MAP C-36
MAP B-344 Refer to field notes (Brightwaters Road)
Field notes Sec 20 T35R10W CLAY MYERS

CONDITION: Fair
FOUND: ½" Iron Pipe in tide flats by using
map B-344 & field notes.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" Iron Pipe with 3" Brass Cap over found ½" Iron Pipe. I placed 10" Tile around the 2" Iron Pipe and filled the tile with Concrete.

NEW ACCESSORY:
96" Hat Section EAST 225
96" Hat Section SOUTH 233

COMMENTS: CHECK YOUR TIDE TABLES BEFORE PROCEEDING -- OR WEAR HIP BOOKS

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Geo W. Urryex  Al Duncan
Gale Arthur  Roger Knipple

DATE: 5-26-72  PHOTO#:______________________  TITLE______________________

* = County corner tag affixed.